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Abstract

Coronaviruses are commonly characterized by a unique discontinuous RNA transcriptional synthesis strategy guided by transcription-regulating sequences (TRSs). However, the details of RNA synthesis in severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) have not been fully elucidated. Here, we present a time-scaled, gene-comparable transcriptome of SARS-CoV-2, demonstrating that ACGAAC functions as a core TRS guiding the discontinuous RNA synthesis of SARS-CoV-2 from a holistic perspective. During infection, viral transcription, rather than genome replication, dominates all viral RNA synthesis activities. The most highly expressed viral gene is the nucleocapsid gene, followed by ORF7 and ORF3 genes, while the envelope gene shows the lowest expression. Host transcription dysregulation keeps exacerbating after viral RNA synthesis achieves to the top. The most enriched host pathways are metabolism-related. Two of them (cholesterol and valine metabolism) affect viral replication in reverse. Furthermore, the activation of numerous cytokines emerges before the large-scale viral RNA synthesis.

Importance

SARS-CoV-2 is responsible for the current severe global health emergency that began at the end of 2019. Although the universal transcriptional strategies of coronaviruses are preliminarily understood, the details of RNA synthesis, especially the time-matched transcription level of each SARS-CoV-2 gene and the principles of subgenomic mRNA synthesis, are not clear. The coterminal subgenomic mRNAs of SARS-CoV-2 present obstacles in identifying the expression of most genes by PCR-based methods, which is exacerbated by the lack of related antibodies. Moreover, SARS-CoV-2-related metabolic imbalance and cytokine storm are receiving increasing...
attention from both clinical and mechanistic perspectives. Our transcriptomic research provides information on both viral RNA synthesis and host responses, in which the transcription-regulating sequences and transcription levels of viral genes are demonstrated, and the metabolic dysregulation and cytokine levels identified at the host cellular level support the development of novel medical treatment strategies.
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**Introduction**

The outbreak of coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has brought about a global health panic and led to more than 120 million cases of infection and 2 million deaths (WHO, as of March 26th, 2021) (1). SARS-CoV-2 has a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA genome of approximately 30 kb, similar to that of SARS-CoV (2), and thus belongs to the family Coronaviridae in the order Nidovirales. Coronaviruses (CoVs) carry the largest genomes of all RNA viruses and employ a distinct RNA synthesis mechanism. Upon invading host cells, the first 5’ open read frame 1ab (ORF1ab) of the viral genomic RNA (gRNA) is translated to generate polyprotein 1a and polyprotein 1ab, which mainly function as the RNA synthetase complex to execute both genome replication and transcription, yielding gRNA and subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs), respectively (reviewed in (3)). Although genome replication is accomplished through a regular continuous process, the sgmRNA used for transcription is synthesized in a discontinuous step guided by RNA signals known as transcription-regulating sequences (TRSs), commonly located in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) (known as the leader TRS) and in adjacent regions upstream of the 5’ end of each ORF (known as body TRSs) (Figure 1A) (4). TRSs contain a conserved 6-7 nucleotide (nt) core sequence (core TRS) surrounded by variable sequences. During negative-strand synthesis, the viral RNA synthetase pauses when it crosses a body TRS and switches to the leader TRS as a template, which results in a discontinuous leader-to-body fusion transcript (5). Positive-strand sgmRNAs are transcribed from the fused negative-strand intermediates. Finally, from 5’ to 3’, a sgmRNA is composed of a sequence identical to the genomic 5’ UTR (referred to as a leader UTR in a sgmRNA), the ORF to be translated, and downstream, non-translated ORFs with a coterminus. In addition to ORF1ab, the SARS-CoV-2 genome contains 8-9 canonical ORFs according to the current annotation (2), including the widely accepted spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M), and nucleocapsid (N) structural proteins, as well as several accessory proteins (ORF3, ORF6, ORF7, ORF8) that are separated by body TRSs; however, it has been reported that some noncanonical sgmRNAs are also generated (6). As its close relative, SARS-CoV produces 8 sgmRNAs (4) whose synthesis is directed by the conserved core TRS ACGAAC, as demonstrated by preliminary studies (7). Although the same sequences exist in the SARS-CoV-2 genome and are predicted to be the core TRS (2), the putative TRSs reported in the SARS-CoV transcriptome (6, 8) do not correspond well with previous genomic results. Thus, further studies are needed to reveal the detailed mechanism guiding SARS-CoV-2 RNA synthesis, in which a key issue will be the core TRS. Moreover, the homology between gRNAs and coterminus sgmRNAs leads to difficulty in identifying the expression level changes in SARS-CoV-2 genes by conventional real-time
quantitative RT-PCR (qPCR), and this issue is exacerbated by the lack of available antibodies.

SARS-CoV-2 infection induces substantial transcriptional dysregulation of the host in human cell lines and severe cytokine storms in bronchoalveolar cells in vivo (9-11). Using high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq), we obtained time-scaled transcriptomes of both viral and host genes in SARS-CoV-2 infected human lung cells, in which the SARS-CoV-2 transcriptional mechanism was established and the dysregulation of several host pathways was discovered and verified.

**Materials and Methods**

**Cells and virus**

Calu-3 cells were purchased from the China Infrastructure of Cell Line Resource and cultured in minimum essential media (MEM; HyClone, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; BI, Israel), 4 mM L-glutamine (Thermo, USA), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Thermo, USA), nonessential amino acids (Thermo, USA) and penicillin-streptomycin at 37 °C under 5% CO₂. Vero E6 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Corning, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin-streptomycin at 37°C under 5% CO₂. SARS-CoV-2 (BJ01, accession number: MT291831) was passaged in Vero E6 cells. A total of 2×10⁵ Calu-3 cells were cultured in T25 flasks 2 days before infection; the cell number increased to 6×10⁶ just before infection. High-titer stocks of virus were diluted to 7×10⁵ TCID₅₀/mL with MEM containing 2% FBS. After the medium was removed, the cells were inoculated with 1 mL diluted virus for 1 hour and washed once with cold PBS, at which time the zero-timepoint of infection was set. Mock-treated cells were treated with MEM containing 2% FBS for 1 hour. At a series of timepoints (0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours post infection (hpi)), viral RNA copies in the supernatant were quantified by qPCR, and cellular RNAs from both the virus and host were analyzed. All experiments with SARS-CoV-2 were performed in a biosafety level 3 containment laboratory approved by the Institute of Military Veterinary Medicine.

**RNA extraction and sequencing**

Cellular RNA was extracted with an RNAsimple Extraction kit (Tiangen, China). After the RNA concentration and integrity were checked using a Qubit 2.0 (Thermo, USA) and an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, USA), sequencing libraries were generated using the NEBNext Ultra II directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB, USA) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. Briefly, mRNA was purified from total RNA using oligo dT attached magnetic beads. Fragmentation was carried out using NEBNext First Strand Synthesis Reaction Buffer. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using random hexamer primers and M-MuLV Reverse Transcriptase, and second-strand cDNA synthesis was subsequently performed using DNA Polymerase I and RNase H. The remaining overhangs were converted into blunt ends via exonuclease/polymerase activities. After the adenylation of the 3’ ends of DNA fragments, NEBNext Adaptors with a hairpin loop structure were ligated to the fragments to prepare for hybridization. cDNA fragments 150-200 bp in length were selected and then purified with AMPure XP beads (Beckman, USA). Then, PCR was performed with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase, universal PCR primers and an index (X) primer. Finally, the PCR products were purified with AMPure XP beads, and library insert size was assessed on an Agilent 2100 system.

The clustering of the index-coded samples was performed on a cBot Cluster Generation System. After cluster generation, the library was sequenced on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform, and 150 bp paired-end reads were generated.
TRS identification by short read query

After ribosomal RNA was removed by alignment to the Rfam database, reads of infected cells were mapped to the SARS-CoV-2 genome (MT291831) using Hisat2, generating read pools containing viral sequences. Read pools at various time points were combined to avoid the influence of time. To identify the core TRS, 12 continuous genomic sequences of 15 nt in length were selected and referred to as short “query reads” (see Figure S1). Their first nt were located one by one downstream at a specific region of the 5' UTR. By querying the combined read pool containing all viral sequences, all sequences of 30 nt in length whose 5' 15 nt sequences were identical to the query reads were returned and their numbers were counted. The 15 nt sequences downstream of the corresponding query reads were referred to as their “return reads”. Located around the possible TRS, the return reads could be either manually aligned continuously to gRNAs or aligned discontinuously to sgmRNAs with the 5’ partial sequence homologous to the leader UTR (upstream of the leader TRS) and the 3’ sequence homologous to various ORFs (downstream of the body TRS). When a site could be regarded as either 5’ continuous (continuous to upstream query reads) or 3’ continuous (continuous to downstream ORFs), it was designated as 5’ continuous, as we intended to identify the probable leader TRS as long as possible.

In parallel, two additional types of 15 nt query reads with sequences homologous to the beginning of the ORFs were used: the first type started at the body TRS (6 nt) and ended at +9 nt of the downstream ORF (referred to as “in-TRS reads”), and the second type was homologous to +1 to +15 nt of the ORFs adjacent to the downstream body TRS (referred to as “after-TRS reads”). For each known ORF, an in-TRS read and an after-TRS read were used. By querying the combined read pool, all sequences of 30 nt whose last 15 nt at the 3’ end were completely identical to the query reads were chosen; their numbers were counted, and only the top 5 were further analyzed. The 15 nt sequences upstream of the corresponding query reads were referred to as their “return reads”.

Transcriptome of SARS-CoV-2

Minimal specific reads (MSRs) homologous to the discontinuous regions of 8 canonical sgmRNAs were designed. With lengths of 15-18 nt, each MSR contained a leader UTR of 6 nt (-12 to -7 nt upstream of the leader TRS), a core TRS of 6 nt and 3-6 nt of the ORF (+1 to +3-6 nt downstream of the body TRS). The elaborately selected sequence made it specific and able to reflect the expression levels of the corresponding SARS-CoV-2 genes. The detailed sequences are listed in Table S3. The specificity for host mRNA and other sgmRNAs/gRNAs of SARS-CoV-2 was checked and ensured by manual alignment to human reference RNA and published SARS-CoV-2 transcriptome/genome sequences (2, 6, 8). The sequences of MSRs and elongated short specific reads (SSRs) can be obtained from Table S4. The fragments per kilo base per million mapped reads (FPKM) values of beta-2-microglobulin (B2M) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as double references were applied to calibrate SARS-CoV-2 gene expression. The time-scaled read count per FPKM (RCPF) of each SARS-CoV-2 gene was used to reflect the expression level and was calculated as follows:

\[
\text{RCPF} = \frac{\text{SSR counts}}{\sqrt{\text{FPKM}_{B2M} \times \text{FPKM}_{GAPDH}}}
\]

Host transcriptome

Reads that were not mapped to the viral genome were mapped to the reference human
genome (GRCh38). Differences in the expression of host RNAs were evaluated on the basis of FPKM values with the software RSEM using the common criteria. Differential expression was determined by comparing virus-infected replicates to time-matched, mock-treated replicates according to the criteria of an absolute log₂Fold Change (log₂FC)>1 and a false discovery rate (FDR)-adjusted P-value <0.05 for each time point. Functional analysis and KEGG pathway enrichment were performed using cluster Profiler. The Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) database was used to determine dysregulated pathways, in which the P-value reflected the percentage of genes showing expression changes consistent with the predicted dysregulation, and the z-score reflected the global extent of dysregulation from the total expression differences. Only pathways with both an absolute lg(P-value) >3 and z-score >3 were selected.

**Real-time qPCR**

The synthesis of first-strand cDNA was carried out using oligo dT primers and a Maxima H Minus First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo, USA). The qPCR was performed in a Bio-Rad CFX96 system by using SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). The procedure included initial denaturation for 30 s at 95°C and 45 cycles of amplification (5 s at 95°C and 30 s at 60°C), followed by 10 s at 95°C to evaluate the melting curve. The $2^{-\Delta\Delta CT}$ method (12) was used to analyze relative gene expression data. Double references, GAPDH (NM_002046.7) and B2M (NM_004048.4), were applied for calibration. The canonical sgmRNA sequence of ORF3 provided by our data was used to design qPCR primers for ORF3. The sense primer was located at the discontinuous fused region of its sgmRNA, and the antisense primer was located at the ORFs. All primers are shown in Table S1.

**Viral genome copy number**

Viral RNA in the supernatant was extracted using a Magnetic Viral DNA/RNA Kit (Tiangen, China) following the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA genome copy numbers were identified with a 2019-nCoV Nucleic Acid Detection Kit using an RT-PCR fluorescence probe (Puruikang, China).

**Cholesterol and valine treatment**

Overnourished medium was prepared by adding 50 mg/100 mL cholesterol and 3 mM valine to normal Calu-3 medium. After treatment with overnourished medium for 24 hours, Calu-3 cells in 24-well plates were washed with normal medium twice and infected with virus. After 1 hour of infection, the supernatant was drained, and the cells were maintained with overnourished medium for 48 hours.

**Results**

**SARS-CoV-2 RNA synthesis**

The origins of each read at different time points after infection were evaluated by aligning the reads to the genome (Figure S2A). Viral RNA was nearly undetectable from 0 to 6 hpi and still accounted for only a small percentage of total RNA (8.6%) at 12 hpi. The viral RNA percentage rose to 78% at 24 hpi and then remained relatively steady. Thus, viral genome replication and/or transcription increased sharply from 12 to 24 hpi. Mild cytopathy emerged as early as 24 hpi and then continued to intensify, which resulted in cell detachment and death at 96 hpi (data not shown).

To avoid RNA degradation induced by cell death, RNAs were collected no later than 72 hpi. The viral genome copy number also reached a peak at 24 hpi and did not increase significantly thereafter (Figure S2B). In the mock-treated cells, the percentage of viral RNA remained as low as
0.2%, indicating that the applied algorithm was reliable enough to distinguish between viral RNAs and host RNAs. It is worth noting that viral RNA accounted for as much as 80% of the total RNA present at 72 hpi, demonstrating that the virus comprehensively hijacked the biochemical and biophysical activities of the host cells.

At 12 hpi, the sequencing depth of ORF1ab (266 to 21,290 nt) was generally lower than 5000 (Figure S3A), as the corresponding RNA synthesis came exclusively from gRNA replication. The sequencing depth of sites at the downstream ORFs was generally higher than that at the upstream ORFs (Figure 1B); the reason for this was that discontinuous sgmRNA transcription of CoVs leads to repeated synthesis of 3' sequences. More specifically, each sgmRNA transcription induced a novel repeated synthesis starting around the beginning of the corresponding gene ORF (Figure 1B, circles in red dotted lines), where the fused body TRSs were located. The repeated synthesis started either with a sequence of “TAAACGAAC…” for major cases (start sites of S, ORF3, M, ORF7 and N), or with a sequence of “ACGAAC…” for minor cases (start site of E, see Figure S3B). Furthermore, the two sequences above were located around the beginning of each currently considered ORF, and therefore were regarded as the core TRSs of SARS-CoV-2 (2). Considering that ORFs (S, ORF3, M, ORF7 and N) of SARS-CoV-2 are located end-to-end (the downstream body TRS is located adjacent to the stop codon sites of the upstream ORF) with TAA as the stop codon, it is highly probable that repeated synthesis of TAA stems from upstream ORFs rather than these sites functioning as true TRSs. For ORFs not located adjacent to the upstream stop codon (E), the repeated synthesis started with “ACGAAC…” rather than “TAAACGAAC…”, indicating that the former is actually the start site of the TRS. Furthermore, a portion of the 5' UTR that ended with “…ACGAAC” (at the +75 site in the genome) was also found to be repeatedly synthesized (Figure S3A), where the 5' coleader of sgmRNAs was expected to occur. Taking this into account, ACGAAC could be the core TRS of SARS-CoV-2, and we provided more evidence for this below.

sgmRNA and TRS identification

The repeated synthesis of probable TRSs was revealed by the sequencing depth of the genome sites in the above data. Conservatively existing in each sgmRNA, the TRSs of CoVs are short sequences where the leader UTR and the ORF are discontinuously fused. Through site-by-site query using query reads homologous to the 5' UTR, the downstream return reads were analyzed to answer two questions: (a) Whether or not the return reads are able to be (partially) aligned to ORFs; if yes, the last nt of the corresponding query read still belongs to the conservative coleader (leader UTR with leader TRS) of sgmRNAs; if no, it is considered located in ORF1. (b) What are the sequences in return reads that are aligned to the corresponding ORFs, and what are their respective abundances? From our results, the coleader sequence of sgmRNAs was extended as much as possible to a discontinuous fused point where the end of the leader TRS was exactly located (illustrated in figure S1). To explain the results in a clear way, the probable ACGAAC TRS upstream of the ORFs was designated on the order of A^6C^5G^4A^3A^2C^1, and the first site of each downstream ORF in the return reads was +1. Thus, the ending sites of the query reads applied were located at -7 to +5.

For each query read whose ending site was located at -7 to -1, the return reads containing all 8 canonical ORFs were observed and each of them revealed a stable abundance (Figure 2), indicating that the coleader was extended at least to the -1 site in all sgmRNAs. However, discrepancies began to appear beginning at the +1 site. For query reads whose ending sites were
located +3 downstream, no return reads existed except the continuous return reads from the gRNA (or ORF1), indicating that the coleader should be located in the upstream genomic region of the +3 site. A point of confusion arose with the results of +1 to +2 sites, which seemed to exist as a part of specific leader sequence in the sgmRNAs of M, ORF3 and E. However, it is worth noting that the 5’ sequences in the M/ORF3/E ORFs downstream of “…A⁶C⁵G⁺⁺⁺A⁻²C⁻¹” were identical to the +1 or +1 to +2 sites identified above. Hence, these sites could also be considered to stem from the ORF sequences (though they are displayed as a part of continuous leader in Figure 2). For most return reads, the fused sites were extended to the -1 site, which led to the absence of 5’ UTR sequences downstream of the “…ACGAAC” in sgmRNAs (truncated at the red dashed line in Figure 2). Thus, the leader TRS was considered to end at the -1 site. Moreover, for query reads with ending sites located at -7 to -2, the return reads were discontinuous of which the 5’ sequences were aligned continuously to 5’ UTR and their 3’ sequences were aligned to the corresponding ORF. For the query read whose ending site was located at -1, the return reads were totally aligned to the ORFs (S to N). All of the identified ORFs were totally identical to the predicted ORFs revealed by previous SARS-CoV-2 genome study (2), which are displayed downstream of the +1 sites in Figure 2. Combined with the results revealed by repeated synthesis, a sequence of “…ACGAAC” was shown to conservatively exist in all canonical sgmRNAs, followed by the exact ORF sequences that had already been predicted, which indicated that ACGAAC was the core TRS of canonical sgmRNAs and that sgmRNAs were synthesized perfectly from leader to body without any addition, deletion or mutation following a strict and conservative discontinuous strategy.

The homologous 5’ coleader between the sgmRNAs and the gRNA causes great difficulty in analyzing gene expression by qPCR. In contrast, the monitoring of short reads of sgmRNAs containing TRSs is not subject to the same problem and the read counts of return reads reflects the expression levels of the corresponding sgmRNAs. Moreover, gRNA synthesis and sgmRNA synthesis are both carried out by the RNA synthetase complex in CoVs, which are comparable to some extent. As shown in Figure 1, N sgmRNA presented the highest read count, followed by ORF7>ORF3>M=ORF8>S>ORF6>E, although the time factor and host calibrators were not considered in this analysis. Interestingly, the E gene presented the lowest read count, which was even lower than that of gRNAs, although all read counts of other sgmRNAs were much higher than that of gRNA. Its low expression also suggested why the repeated synthesis of E gene start sites were not remarkable (Figure S3B). Hence, our results indicated that the major activity of the RNA synthetase complex was transcription (discontinuous RNA synthesis) rather than genome replication (continuous RNA synthesis) after viral entry.

In addition to canonical transcripts that produce sgmRNAs composed of a leader UTR with a conservative TRS and a full-length downstream ORF, few noncanonical sequences from the virus pool were discovered. One read for N contained a full-length ORF and could therefore be used to express the standard protein, which was designated “N1” here (Figure 2). The N1 sgmRNA contained only 2 nt of the core TRS at the 5’ end, which was directly connected to the downstream ORF, and the read count was only ~5% of the gRNA read count. It is worth noting that the N1 sgmRNA was indicated to be the canonical sgmRNA with the highest expression level among all N sgmRNAs (approximately three times that of the canonical N sgmRNA that we determined) in a previous publication (6). However, according to our results, which should be more accurate in detecting expression levels (see below), the read count of N1 sgmRNA accounted for less than 1%
of that of the canonical N sgmRNA (Table S5) at different time points after infection. Several sgmRNAs with truncated ORF7 sequences were also identified, including ORF7p1-p3, with read counts of approximately 1/2, 1/3 and 1/4 of the N1 read counts, respectively. Only the sgmRNA of ORF7p1 contained an integral TRS. Interestingly, the leader UTR and downstream sequences of ORF7p1 to ORF7p3 were all linked by a GAACttt sequence (dashed line in Figure 2, identical to genome sites -4 to +3), which was indicated to be another TRS-related sequence guiding discontinuous RNA synthesis. The GAACttt sequences were connected to variable truncated ORF7 with each of their first sites located near the stop codon of ORF7. In addition to the sgmRNAs described above, no novel ORFs were transcribed into any individual sgmRNA transcripts, including ORF7b and ORF10, which were predicted previously (2, 6).

By merging all read pools at various time points after infection, the expression level of each gene was evaluated according to the obtained read counts, as indicated above. However, the results of the strategy of aligning long reads (30 nt) to sgmRNAs could be affected by the relatively short read length of Illumina sequencing (150 nt), which might lead to incorrect quantification of expression levels. To evaluate the expression levels of 8 genes at different time points, a SSR alignment-based strategy was applied (see below).

Expression of SARS-CoV genes

The major differences between sgmRNAs and gRNAs are the sequences located near TRSs. The sequences of gRNAs are continuous, while in sgmRNAs, the leader TRS and body TRS are fused, which generates a discontinuous leader UTR-TRS-ORF structure with a highly specific sequence (Figure 2B). To evaluate the expression of each SARS-CoV-2 gene, we designed specific MSRs for the 8 canonical sgmRNAs based on the sgmRNA sequences identified above. Manual alignment showed that the MSRs were not homologous to human mRNAs or other SARS-CoV-2 sequences and were able to reflect the expression levels of corresponding genes. However, the results may not be comparable among different genes because the MSRs were of various lengths, and the lengths probably affected the read counts obtained. To make their lengths uniform, the regions homologous to ORF sequences that were less than 6 nt were elongated to 6 nt, generating SSRs of 18 nt, which were then used to compare the expression levels of SARS-CoV-2 genes at each time point.

In fact, the results indicated that measuring the time-scaled expression levels of SARS-CoV-2 genes by MSR and SSR read counts according to our strategy was reasonable. The evidence included the following: (a) MSRs did not exist in the read pools of most uninfected mock-treated cells, while the read counts of infected cells continued to increase with infection time, which was in accordance with the transcriptional process after infection (see Table S2 and Table S3). (b) The read counts of most SSRs were usually lower, albeit slightly, than those of MSRs, indicating that read length differences between SSRs and MSRs had few effects on the read counts and that the SSRs were also highly specific. (c) We also measured the counts of three continuous 18 nt reads (referred to as continuous SSRs) located at the beginning of the S, ORF3 and N ORFs. From 5' to 3', the counts of the continuous reads increased rapidly (Table S4). At 72 hpi, compared to the corresponding reads of discontinuous sgmRNAs, the continuous read count for the S region was lower, that of ORF3 was approximately twice as high, and that of N was four times as high, which was in accordance with the read depths indicated by our results above (Figure 1). Thus, the SSRs used to equilibrate expression were distinguished from continuous sequences that were repeatedly synthesized in various sgmRNAs.
After calibration according to the expression levels of reference host genes, the relative expression levels of 8 SARS-CoV-2 genes were illustrated using RCPF values. We classified the genes according to their expression levels, in which the highest RCPF of each gene was used (Figure S4A). The highly expressed genes (RCPF≥150 k) included N (496 k) and ORF7 (178 k). The moderately expressed genes (150 k>RCPF≥50 k) were ORF3 (88 k), M (82 k) and ORF8 (52 k). The group with the lowest expression (50 k>RCPF) included S (45 k), ORF6 (41 k) and E (16 k). The results were very similar to those calculated using the 30 nt reads as described above (Figure 2). A clearer view of the expression changes was obtained by separating the structural proteins and accessory proteins (Figure 3). There was an obvious tenfold difference in expression level between the genes with the highest and lowest expression. Interestingly, the expression differences among accessory proteins were much lower than those among structural proteins. More unexpectedly, both the S and E structural genes were expressed at low mRNA levels, and E showed the lowest expression among all of the SARS-CoV-2 genes. Most genes reached their expression peaks at 24 hpi. As the most highly expressed genes, the expression trends of N and ORF7 were divergent (Figure 3 and Figure S4B). The expression of N peaked at 24 hpi, while that of ORF7 was higher at 72 hpi. Moreover, the expression curves did not cross each other in most cases (Figure S4A), indicating that the relative expression levels of various genes were constant over time. Thus, highly expressed genes were clearly identifiable in early infection.

As all sgRNAs and gRNA share homologous coleads and cotermini, monitoring the expression of a SARS-CoV-2 sgRNA by qPCR requires carefully designed primers to avoid false priming. The central principle of design for a specific primer pair contains two points: (a) One of the primers (sense or antisense) should be located on the most highly specific region of the template, which should contain as few consecutive matches as possible with unexpected targets; therefore, the primer will be located on the discontinuously fused sites of sgRNAs and thus will be composed of the core TRS with flanking sequences. (b) Situations in which the pair of primers falsely prime the same unintended target should be avoided in case a non-specific product is generated. In our study, the sense primer was designed to be located on the discontinuous region, and thus the antisense primer should be located downstream in the coding sequence (CDS) in order to generate an amplicon homologous to the corresponding sgRNA. However, as sgRNAs of CoVs are coterminal, an antisense primer located in the target ORF not only primes the corresponding sgRNA but also primes sgRNAs coding upstream ORFs. For example, an antisense primer located in ORF6 also falsely primes the gRNAs and sgRNAs coding S, ORF3, M and E (considered as unintended templates), but sgRNAs coding ORF7, ORF8 and N would not be falsely primed. Meanwhile, as the sense primer priming the discontinuously fused sites of a target sgRNA still contains homologous sequences to the unintended templates (including sequences located in the coleader UTR and TRS), it is still possible that nonspecific products will be generated. However, this is avoidable for some sgRNAs. Primer pairs designed according to our principle for the S and ORF3 genes will falsely prime gRNA and/or S sgRNA, respectively. The unintended amplicons are at least 4000 bp in length, which will be extremely difficult to amplify with the short extension time in the qPCR procedure. Therefore, monitoring the expression of S and ORF3 sgRNAs by qPCR was highly accurate and feasible. We monitored the expression of the ORF3 sgRNA and found that the expression changes identified by PCR were consistent with those identified by RNA-Seq and could be clearly distinguished from the genome replication changes identified by PCR (Figure S4C). Most of the mock-treated samples
showed no ORF3 signal and thus the primer pair was specific to the ORF3 sgmRNA. Finally, based on the bidirectional verification between qPCR and RNA-Seq, the expression levels of the sgmRNAs identified by RNA-Seq were considered highly credible.

**Expression of noncanonical sgmRNA**

Previous studies have demonstrated that the classical synthesis of CoV sgmRNAs follows discontinuous instructions strictly controlled by TRS sequences, such as the ACGAAC core TRS of SARS-CoV (7), although more consolidated evidence is also needed. The TRS of SARS-CoV-2, however, was not confirmed before our results. Recent studies suggest that canonical transcription uses variable TRSs to guide discontinuous sgmRNA synthesis and that a TRS is not directly linked to the leader UTR or corresponding ORFs at 5’/3’ adjacent flanking sites (6, 8), which seems not consistent with classical theories. To examine the exact strategy guiding sgmRNA synthesis, SSRs for several published noncanonical sgmRNAs were designed using the same method applied above, and their time-scaled expression levels were obtained. Of note, these sgmRNAs were considered as either highly expressed or canonical in previous studies. As expected, the abundance of most sgmRNAs consistently remained very low (see Table S5), less than 2% of the corresponding canonical sgmRNAs; therefore, they should be regarded as noncanonical sgmRNAs, mutant RNAs, or sequencing errors. More detailed results can be found in Figure S5 and Table S6, and as the final result, only noncanonical sgmRNAs of the ORF3 and N genes were consolidated (highlighted in Table S6).

**Host gene transcriptomic changes**

The RNA-Seq analysis also provided information on large-scale host transcriptome changes after infection. Considering that viral RNA may account for a large proportion of total RNA, which could affect subsequent host transcriptome analysis, deeper sequencing was performed on a cDNA library of infected cells, which produced 9 Gb of data in addition to the 6 Gb of data obtained from mock-infected cells. We identified 8954 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) from 0 to 72 hpi, including both upregulated and downregulated genes (Figure S6A). Although viral transcription and genome replication had already reached their peak levels at 24 hpi, the dysregulation of host cells continued to exacerbate from 24 hpi to 72 hpi, which was reflected by an increase in DEG numbers. Interestingly, most of the DEGs identified during early infection (0 to 12 hpi) did not overlap with those identified during late infection (24 to 72 hpi) (Figure S6B). There were only two exceptions, PTX3 and IFNL2, which were continuously upregulated during both early and late infection. In contrast, the upregulated and downregulated gene sets identified at 24, 48 and 72 hpi presented high overlap with each other, indicating substantial divergence in the host response at different infection time points.

The large number of DEGs demonstrated that a series of normal cell physiological processes were hijacked, and these genes were significantly enriched in several pathways (Figure S7) including the ribosome-related, oxidative phosphorylation, and TNF signaling pathways. With the IPA database, dysregulation trends (by z-score) and credibility (by P-value) of enriched pathways at 72 hpi were further analyzed (Figure 4A and below).

**Oxidative phosphorylation perturbed by infection**

After SARS-CoV-2 infection, the most deviant cellular process identified was oxidative phosphorylation, which controls the majority of energy metabolism in aerobic organisms. The expression of almost all genes in mitochondrial complex 1 through complex 5 showed slight but universal decreases, including the NADH:ubiquinoneoxidoreductase complex (NDUFA/B/S/V,
FC=-1.1 to -3.1), the succinate dehydrogenase complex (SDHA/B/C/D, FC=-1.6 to -2.0), ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase (UQCR, FC=-1.2 to -2.5), cytochrome c oxidases (COX5/7/8/11/15/17, FC=-2.8 to -1.4), the ATP synthetase complex (FC=-1.3 to -2.8), and even the main electron transporter, cytochrome c. The expression changes of two genes, NDUFS6 and ATP5PF, which are subunits of complex 1 and complex 5, respectively, were checked by qPCR (Figure 5A). The qPCR and RNA-Seq results were highly consistent and indicated that oxidative phosphorylation was inactive from 12 to 72 hpi. The inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation could be linked to several neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease (see Figure S7), in which a mitochondrial energy deficit is regarded as one of the key cellular phenomena (13), implying that medicines interfering with oxidative phosphorylation could be candidates for treating COVID-19. Similar results on the cellular level were also suggested by proteomic methods (14).

Transcriptional dysregulation induced via the sirtuin pathway

Mammalian sirtuins (SIRTs) are NAD-dependent lysine deacetylases, among which SIRT1, SIRT6 and SIRT7 are primarily nuclear enzymes that regulate transcription factors. Through histone modification functions, SIRTs coordinate gene expression programs and thus direct the cellular metabolic state (15). After infection, we observed the upregulation of SIRT1 (FC=2.114) along with tens of related downstream genes, including histones, NAPRTase, and numerous transcriptional regulators and receptors. High SIRT1-mediated expression was observed for transcription factors including the NR1H2 and ABCA1 activators involved in cholesterol efflux, which has been regarded as a response to energy usage transformation in acute inflammation (16). Almost all histones and one histone lysine methyltransferase, DOT1, were upregulated (FC=2.2 to 6.8), which consequently promoted the formation of heterochromatin and thus inhibited the transcription of normal cellular processes (17). As downstream genes regulated by SIRT1, GADD45, FOXO1 and SOD2, which function in oxidative stress, were shown to be highly expressed, and their expression was highly related to pneumonia (18). High expression of several autophagy-related genes (ATGs), including ATG4, ATG14 and ATG101, was demonstrated after infection, which could be promoted by activated SIRT1 in the cytoplasm with the involvement of upregulated NOS3 (19). Considering the probable molecular and clinical relationship between SARS-CoV-2 and hypertension (20, 21), the question of whether NOS gene functions, especially those related to hypertension and/or inflammation, are related to SARS-CoV-2 infection could be of interest. Finally, the upregulation of SIRT1, histone H2B and FOXO1 was identified by qPCR, indicating that pathway could be activated no later than 48 hpi (Figure 5B).

SIRTs regulate the renin–angiotensin system by inhibiting the angiotensin II type I receptor (22). Thus, three related genes were of interest. Lower expression (FC=-1.7) of AGTRAP was observed after infection. More importantly, the expression change in another component of the renin-angiotensin system, angiotensin I converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), which has been regarded as the primary receptor of SARS-CoV-2 (20), was indicated by RNA-Seq. However, neither ACE2 nor its interactor, ACE, showed significant expression changes after infection according to qPCR (Figure 5F). Interestingly, higher expression of TMPRSS2, another core gene related to the host entry of SARS-CoV-2, was demonstrated after infection by qPCR. The change was observed as early as 24 hpi and continued to increase with infection (Figure 5B).

Mutual influence between material metabolism and viral replication

After infection, we observed a diverse set of downregulated genes with functions in material
metabolism, enriched mainly in cholesterol synthesis and branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) degradation. As early as 24 hpi, the universal inhibition of the cholesterol synthesis pathway was identified, and this dysregulation continued to increase with the prolongation of viral infection. Downregulation was observed for 5 genes in the mevalonate pathway, which is involved in the first step of cholesterol synthesis, including acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase (ACAT1 and ACAT2), phosphomevalonate kinase, diphosphomevalonate decarboxylase and isopentenyl-diphosphate D-isomerase (FC=−1.1 to −3.3). Most genes involved in the downstream steps of the cholesterol synthesis pathway were also inhibited (FC=−1.1 to −1.7) except for sterol 14-demethylase. Significant downregulation of ACAT2 and DHCR24 from 24 hpi to 72 hpi was clearly demonstrated by qPCR (Figure 5C).

L-valine, along with L-leucine and L-isoleucine, are three BCAAs. The catabolic pathways of BCAAs can be divided into two sequential series of reactions (reviewed in (24)). The former is the process that catalyzes the conversion of all three BCAAs to their respective acyl-CoA derivatives, which is accomplished by specific transaminases and the universal branched-chain keto acid dehydrogenase complex (BCKDH). The next individual pathways are completely different for the three BCAAs and are comprised of enzymes specific for each amino acid. Nearly all enzymes in the valine degradation pathway remained downregulated from 24 to 72 hpi. The qPCR results indicated that the expression of the beta subunit of BCKDH (BCKDHB) was significantly downregulated during late infection (Figure 5C). Notably, CoA-related coenzymes, such as hydroxysteroid 17-beta dehydrogenase 4 (HSD17B4) and acyl-CoA dehydrogenase 2 (ACAT2), are involved in both lipid and amino acid degradation. They were verified to be significantly downregulated, especially at 72 hpi. Furthermore, we also observed the inhibition of hydroxacyl-CoA dehydrogenase (HADH), which functions exclusively in fatty acid oxidation.

To determine whether SARS-CoV-2 production is truly affected by cholesterol and valine metabolism, Calu-3 cells were treated with overnourished medium containing high concentrations of cholesterol and valine, respectively. Compared to untreated cells, both cholesterol- and valine-treated cells produced much higher levels of virus (Figure 5G) demonstrating that their cellular functions are highly related to SARS-CoV-2 replication.

**Cytokine storms and TNFR2 signaling**

Two components of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) family involved in immune response modulation and the induction of inflammation (TNF-alpha, FC=11.5 and lymphotoxin, FC=12.2) were among the most drastically changed gene sets during late infection. Enriched activation of noncanonical TNF receptor 2 (TNFR2) signaling was demonstrated by the significantly higher expression of TNFR2 itself along with several signaling components, including TNF receptor-associated factor 2 (TRAF2), which functions in the nuclear translocation of NFKB and ultimately promotes the expression of downstream genes (23).

Interestingly, another common TNF-induced NFKB inhibitor, TNF alpha-induced protein 3 (TNFAIP3), was also highly expressed after infection (72 hpi, FC=11.8), as well as five other inhibitors (NFKBIA/B/C/D/E, FC=2.2 - 9.0). Both of these findings indicated that bidirectional regulation of NFKB induced by the TNF pathway occurred during infection. The qPCR results demonstrated that the upregulation of TNF and LTA became significant as early as 12 hpi (Figure 5E), although this result was not indicated by the RNA-Seq. The increase in TNFR2 emerged much later (Figure 5D). At the endpoint of the TNFR2 signaling pathway, NFKB showed a gradual increase after 24 hpi, along with the inhibitors TNFAIP3 and NFKBIA. In fact, the most
activated genes identified were cytokines (Figure 4). Though not fully identified by RNA-Seq, IFNB, IFNL, IL-1A and IL-6 were activated as early as 12 hpi (Figure 5E), indicating that the initial host response emerged before large-scale viral RNA synthesis.

**Discussion**

On the basis of transcriptome and proteome analyses, several publications have provided insight into gene expression changes in SARS-CoV-2-infected cells; however, most of them have focused on host responses rather than the expression of viral genes (9, 10, 14, 27). Currently, the lack of reliable antibodies against most SARS-CoV-2 proteins limits the examination of SARS-CoV-2 gene expression, and the homology between sgRNAs and gRNAs also causes universal false priming in qPCR-based methods. Thus, transcriptome analysis based on RNA-Seq presents a huge advantage. The SARS-CoV-2 gene showing the highest expression was the N gene, followed by ORF7, ORF3, M, and S=ORF6, with the E gene showing the lowest expression; these findings were in general accordance with a previous study (6). The major difference was that we regarded S as a gene with relatively low mRNA expression and E as gene with the lowest expression on the basis of relatively long sgRNA read mapping (Figure 2) and SSR mapping (Figure S4A). A recent study exploring protein-comparable antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 proteins in patients (28) also showed good agreement with our data, indicating that most of the highly expressed genes that we identified elicit strong specific antibody responses, while the response elicited by the S protein was mild, although its immunogenicity should be high enough.

In fact, discontinuous RNA synthesis guided by a TRS is a conserved strategy commonly used by all CoVs (5), including SARS-CoV-2 and its precursor, SARS-CoV. Eight sgRNAs of SARS-CoV have previously been proven to be synthesized (4) and are primarily translated into eight canonical proteins by the host machinery (if frameshifts are not taken into consideration). RT-PCR and Sanger sequencing analyses of the 5’ discontinuous portions of sgRNAs have indicated that the core TRS of SARS-CoV is ACGAAC (7). However, Sanger sequencing-based analysis can only provide limited information about all discontinuous RNA sequences, which makes it difficult to distinguish whether the results are consistent with common cases of discontinuous RNA synthesis. Considering the high homology between the genomes of SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, ACGAAC could also function as the core TRS of SARS-CoV-2 (2). However, an RNA-Seq study conducted using Nanopore technology indicated that the TRS of SARS-CoV-2 is flexible and that some discontinuous RNAs that are not guided by a TRS are synthesized, in addition to the canonical sgRNAs (6). Another Nanopore sequencing study demonstrated that ACGAAC exists in most sgRNAs, however, the leader UTR and ORFs that are located around TRSs of some sgRNAs reported are not in line with the transcription strategy commonly employed by CoVs (8). Despite the limitations imposed by the short reads obtained via Illumina sequencing, this technology provides accurate and exhaustive information to distinguish most cases of discontinuous RNA synthesis from rare cases with lower sequencing errors. Our Illumina sequencing results demonstrated that the majority of discontinuous SARS-CoV-2 RNA synthesis near the TRS region followed a highly conserved principle, leading to the transcription of eight canonical sgRNAs with the same conserved TRS employed by SARS-CoV. The upstream and downstream sequences in the sgRNAs were also in line with the widely recognized discontinuous RNA synthesis mechanism. Although a proportion of the discontinuous RNAs were demonstrated to not be in accordance with universal CoV transcription strategies,
their expression levels were much lower than those of canonical sgmRNAs guided by TRS according to our results. Some sequences with quite low expression should be regarded as sequencing errors. We suppose that the highly variable RNA synthesis strategy of SARS-CoV-2 indicated by previous studies could have been caused by the low accuracy of Nanopore sequencing.

The host transcriptional response to SARS-CoV-2 infection identified by us can be inferred to be divided into two major components: material metabolism and energy utilization, and cytokine-related transcriptional regulation centered on TNF. The application of high levels of cholesterol and valine can promote viral replication. Recently, the knockout of MBTPS2, a protease facilitating the transcription factor-induced activation of fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis, has been reported to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 replication (29), indicating that low levels of cholesterol biosynthesis impede SARS-CoV-2 infection. However, another CRISPR-based screening study demonstrated that increasing cholesterol biosynthesis tended to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 infection (30). Although high cardiovascular cholesterol in vivo has been associated with severe manifestations of SARS-CoV-2 infection (31), additional studies will be required to reveal the detailed relationship between cholesterol (or valine) metabolism and SARS-CoV-2 infection. The observed transcriptome enrichment also indicated a relationship between the host response and TNFR2. In fact, rather than TNFR2 (FPKM=0.3), Calu-3 cells express high levels of TNFR1 (FPKM=70) before infection. However, TNFR1 exhibits ~3-fold higher expression, and TNFR2 exhibits ~10-fold higher expression. The former has been reported to induce strong, widespread proinflammatory activities in various cell types, while the latter is considered to be exclusively expressed in T cells (32), indicating that Calu-3 cells could be a good model for TNFR2-related immunological studies. TNF has also been indicated to drive inflammation in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of SARS-CoV-2 patients (33), and it serves as a key cytokine in SARS-CoV-2-infected NHBE cells (34). However, a previous study indicated that blocking TNFR1 and TNFR2 activity does not affect the mortality associated with a highly pathogenic respiratory virus infection (35). Therefore, the relationship between cytokine storms in other types of infectious pneumonia and TNF-related signaling deserves further study.
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Figure 1. Transcription of SARS-CoV-2.

A. To transcribe the ORFs from S to N (8 ORFs shown in various colors), 8 corresponding sgmRNAs are discontinuously synthesized. In each sgmRNA, 5' genomic sequences (from the 5' leader UTR to the leader TRS) and 3' genomic sequences (from the body TRS to the polyA tail) are fused, which is demonstrated with red dashed-solid lines; that is, each sgmRNA consists of a leader UTR (white rectangle with black frame) with a TRS (red circles), the ORF to be translated (colored rectangles; e.g., pink in S), downstream ORFs with a 3' UTR (black rectangle) and a poly A tail. The 5' structure of the S sgmRNA is enlarged (black dashed square). B. Site-by-site sequencing depth of the SARS-CoV-2 genome from the +20,000 position to the 3' end at 12 hpi. ORFs from S to N are shown with different colors. The junctions (red dashed circles) between ORF1ab and S, between S and ORF3, between E and M and between ORF6 and ORF7 are enlarged in 4 inset figures. No shading is applied for the ORF1ab or sites not within the ORF (ORF gaps and 5'/3' UTR of gRNA), with start sequences of repeated synthesis sites indicated at the junctions.

Figure 2. Site-by-site query reveals the discontinuous and continuous RNA synthesis near the core TRS region. The sgmRNAs of 8 canonical genes are composed of a 5' coleader (coleader UTR to the left of the TRS in the middle), specific ORFs and polyA tails (right). The final nt of the query reads (-7 to +5 sites) is displayed on the horizontal axis. The site-matched return reads are aligned discontinuously with their 5' sequences mapped to the coleader UTR and 3' sequences aligned to probable ORFs (displayed on the vertical, including widely accepted S, ORF6, ORF7, ORF8, N, M, ORF3 and E, and truncated/mutated ORFs, including N1 and ORF7p.1-3), except for the genomic reads (as gRNA, or ORF1), which are continuously aligned to the genome. The site-matched read counts are indicated by colored circles. The solid red outline indicates the coleader of the sgmRNAs and gRNA, which ends at the red dashed line for the reads of most sgmRNAs. The ORFs revealed by return reads of each sgmRNA are demonstrated downstream of the coleader, with coding sequences in italics. The discontinuous synthesis of N1 is indicated by a wavy line. A gaactt sequence, underscored with a dashed line, exists upstream of the three truncated ORFs (ORF7p.1 to ORF7p.3). The localization of their first sites relative to the stop codon of ORF7 is indicated by the superscript number with an underscore.

Figure 3. SARS-CoV-2 gene expression at various times after infection, including structural proteins (right) and accessory proteins (left).

Figure 4. Host transcriptome deviation over time after SARS-CoV-2 infection. A. Dysregulated pathways enriched according to IPA. Activated and deactivated pathways at 72 hpi are indicated in orange and navy, respectively. Pathways with absolute $-\log_{10}P$-values (P-values) of less than 3 were removed. B. Heatmap of the host transcriptome at 0-72 hpi after infection. The genes showing the largest log2-fold changes (FC) are demonstrated in red and navy.

Figure 5. Mutual influence between host responses and viral reproduction.
Gene expression changes (log2-fold changes) validated by qPCR, including A. oxidative phosphorylation-related genes; B. sirtuin-related genes; C. cholesterol, valine and fatty acid metabolism-related genes; D. TNF-related genes; E. cytokines; and F. others. G. Valine and cholesterol treatment affects the reproduction of SARS-CoV-2. Compared to the expression of uninfected cells in A-F (located on the lateral axis) or the untreated negative control (NC in G), significant differences are determined using Student's t-test and marked by asterisks; *P<0.05 and **P<0.01.